Artificial circus movement tachycardias: incidence, mechanisms, and prevention.
In a group of 45 patients treated with Medtronic 7000 and 7100 pulse generators for sick sinus syndrome or second or third degree atrioventricular block, an atrial synchronous mode of pacing was programmed in 34 cases and spontaneously occurring artificial circus movement tachycardias (ACMTs) were observed in nine. An analysis of conditions of occurrence, triggering mechanisms and patterns of ACMT, is presented. Various modalities of prevention are discussed. They resulted in suppression of ACMT in five patients and decrease of incidence in a sixth; the three remaining subjects were managed by definitive reprogramming in the DVI mode. Our conclusion is that correct prevention of ACMT requires the use of dual chamber pulse generators with programmable atrial refractory periods. For patients in whom a unit has already been implanted, careful observation of the triggering mechanism and pattern of ACMT may help in determining the most suitable way to prevent and suppress the arrhythmia.